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Climate Negotiations
A Potted History



Climate Change as a ‘Wicked’ 
Problem
• Scale and scope

• Halting the co-evolution of industrial development and fossil 
fuels

• Integrating climate considerations into water, agriculture, land 
use etc.

• Conflicting interpretations
• Environment issue OR
• Justice issue OR
• Technical and economic challenge?

• Scientific complexity
• ‘Hothouse earth’ OR
• Latest in a line of environmental challenges that can be managed 

by human ingenuity?
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Climate Negotiations
Contention and Constructive Ambiguity

• UN Framework Convention on Climate Change 1992
• Who should act and on what basis? 
• “Common but differentiated responsibility and respective capabilities”

• Kyoto Protocol mid 1990s to operationalize action
• “Annex 1” or developed countries to act first 
• US did not ratify – competitiveness concerns

• Copenhagen (2009) to Paris (2015)
• It is time for developing countries to step up? Have developed countries 

done enough? How do we judge?
• Common responsibility or differentiated responsibility?

• Glasgow Pact 2021
• Completing the ‘Paris Rulebook’
• ‘Net zero’ targets
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Hard Choices at Paris: The Climate Trilemma

ENVIRONMENT: Avoid 
Dangerous Climate 

Change (global goal of 2 
degrees C

ECONOMICS: 
“Competitiveness” 
(Avoid competitive 

disadvantage)

EQUITY: Enable 
Development (Fair 

sharing of 
burden/effort)
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A. Carbon Space:
Allocate carbon 
budget fairly

C. Bottom-up pledges:
Voluntary ‘contributions’ consistent with 
competitiveness and development needs

B. Kyoto Plus:
Developed enhance 
commitments –
Developing do the 
rest

Dubash, Navroz K. 2016. "Safeguarding development and limiting vulnerability: India's stakes in the Paris Agreement." Wiley Interdisciplinary Reviews: Climate Change 8 (2): e444.



The Paris Agreement Explained:
Bottom-up Meets Top-down 

• Differentiation or Symmetry across countries? 
• developed countries “should continue taking the lead” developing 

countries are “encouraged to move over time toward … emission 
reduction or limitation targets.” 

• Establish processes for nationally determined climate 
contributions (NDCs) on mitigation and adaptation
• Pledges not set through international negotiations but bottom-up 

country by country
• Legally binding obligations of conduct (procedural) not obligations 

of outcome (substantive)

• “Ratchet” mechanism
• Global aggregate “stocktake” of country pledges
• Five yearly updated pledges

• Weak promises of finance and technology support for 
developing countries
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Nationally Determined Contributions and the emissions gap in 2030
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Bridging the 
emissions gap 
requires that 
countries increase 
their NDC 
ambitions threefold 
to limit warming to 
2°C and more than 
fivefold for the 
1.5°C goal

UNEP Emissions Gap 
Report 2020



Hard Questions after Paris

• Global collective action problem or aggregate of 
national development and economic choices?

• Will Paris be effective?
• Add up to what is required by science?

• Stimulate ’bottom up’ action within countries

• Create a tipping point toward ‘green growth’?

• Will Paris be fair? 
• Stimulate action consistent with responsibility and capability?

• What are reasonable benchmarks for fairness?
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Net Zero – the new game in town

• Net zero: 
• Paris Ag.: Balance sources and 

sinks in the second half of the 
century

• IPCC: Reach net zero CO2 by 2050 
to limit rise to 1.5oC

• Net zero as a bridge from Paris 
back to the environment goal?

• Does equity still matter if we all 
have to get to net zero?

ENVIRONMENT: 
Avoid Dangerous 
Climate Change 

ECONOMICS: 
“Competitivene

ss”

EQUITY: Enable 
Development

Net 
Zero



India: A Premature Power



“The Great Regrouping” 
Durban 2012

14Source: Financial Times



Climate Equity and Ethics

• Climate change as a 
North-South issue

• Differentiated 
responsibility

• Climate as diplomatic 
challenge not 
development 
challenge

Agarwal and Narain, 1991

Agarwal, Anil, and Sunita Narain. 1991. "Global warming in an unequal world: A case of environmental colonialism." New Delhi: Centre for Science and Environment. 15





Annual Emissions Trends
The Spectre of China

CAIT Climate Data Explorer. 2017. Washington, DC: World Resources Institute



Complicating Climate Equity

• ‘Hiding behind the poor’ (Ananthapadmanabhan et 
al. 2007)

• A focus on vulnerability - beyond a North-South axis 
- (Bidwai, 2010, 2012; Chakravarty and Ramana
2011)

Ananthapadmanabhan, G., K. Srinivas and Vinuta Gopal. 2007. Hiding Behind the Poor: A Report by Greenpeace on Climate Injustice. Bangalore: Greenpeace India.
Roy, Dunu. 2015. “A subaltern view of climate politics.” Economic and Political Weekly (50): 31. New Delhi. 
Bidwai, Praful. 2010. An India that can say yes: a climate-responsible development agenda for Copenhagen and beyond—climate & resources. Heinrich Bo l̈l Stiftung India. Retrieved from https://in.boell.org/2010/ 03/01/india-can-say-yes-climate-responsible-development-agenda-copenhagen-and-beyond- climate. 
Bidwai, Praful. 2012. The Politics of Climate Change and the Global Crisis: Mortgaging Our Future. New Delhi: Orient Blackswan. 
Chakravarty S and Ramana MV. 2011. “The hiding behind the poor debate: a synthetic overview.” In: Handbook of climate change and India: development, politics and governance, edited by Navroz K. Dubash. New Delhi: Oxford University Press 218–229.
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Growing 
Attention 
to Climate 
Impacts 
(IPCC 
WG1)
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Energy – A Shifting Narrative
• Growing energy needs 

• Low levels of access to 
commercial energy and 
electricity

• Low per capita consumption
• Future infrastructure needs

• Energy efficiency and 
renewable energy bring 
developmental gains
• Demand-side measures
• Energy security
• Lower costs over time
• Air quality co-benefits (Rao et. 

al. 2015)
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Geopolitical Drivers

• Pressure at meetings of G8/G8+5/G20/Major 
economies forum

• Rise of BASIC (Brazil, India, South Africa, China) and 
growing willingness to take measures in partner 
countries

• Projection of a ‘responsible power’ and growing 
alliance with the US

• Global pressures to ‘keep 1.5 alive’
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Shifting Domestic Politics
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• Complicating equity

• Growing attention to 
climate impacts in India

• Co-benefits of climate 
change

• Geo-political 
positioning



Dual objectives of 
development and 
avoiding dangerous 
climate change?

Is there a Third Act to Indian Climate Politics?
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India’s Climate Policy Framework
From Opportunism to Strategy?
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India’s climate and energy goals
• 33-35% below 2005 emissions intensity of GDP by 2030 

(unconditional)

• Non- fossil fuel share of cumulative power capacity 40% by 
2030 (conditional upon technology transfer and climate 
finance)

• Additional (cumulative) carbon sink of 2.5 to 3.0 GtCO2e by 
2030

NDCs

• National Action Plans on Climate Change – 8 Missions

• 22 State Action Plans (more adaptation focused)

• 175 GW RE capacity by 2022 (possible increase to 450GW)

• Rs 400/ton (approx. Euro 4/ton) coal cess

• Projected addition of 66GW coal thermal capacity by 2030

• FAME programme for electric vehicles

• India Cooling Action Plan

• KUSUM scheme to promote solar agricultural pumps

• Broaden electricity and clean cooking fuel access

• Smart Cities Programme

• Electrify broad gauge railways

• Discussions underway on hard to mitigate industrial sectors

Domestic 
targets 

and 
policy 

directions

** studies backing up this assessment - (Dubash et al., 2018c; Mangan et al., 2018; TERI, 2018; Chaturvedi et al., 2018; Buckley et al., 2018; CSTEP, 2018)
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Updated Pledge Anticipated
• ‘Panchamrit’ Glasgow 2021

• Non-fossil fuel capacity to 500GW by 2030

• 50% of energy (electricity? capacity?) through RE

• Cut down net projected C emissions by 1BT from now until 
2030

• Reduce C intensity by >45% by 2030 

• Net zero emissions by 2070
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States and Cities

• State Action Plans across states (2012-13)
• Predominantly focused on adaptation
• Nationally driven but local concerns

• Coal in Odisha
• Desertification in Rajasthan

• “strategic bundling” of local development and climate 
concerns (Dubash and Jogesh 2014)

• Revisited state plans (ongoing)

• City level network based action
• Bringing together international narratives of climate resilience, 

local institutions, and urban political actors
• E.g. urban public health and climate resilience

Dubash, Navroz K., and Anu Jogesh. 2014. “From Margins to Mainstream? State Climate Change Planning in India.” Economic and Political Weekly 51 (3).   27



Dubash, Navroz K., Radhika Khosla, Ulka Kelkar, 
and Sharachchandra Lele. 2018. “India and 
Climate Change: Evolving Ideas and Increasing 
Policy Engagement.” Forthcoming. Annual Review 
of Environment and Resources (43): 12.1-12.3. 
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Institutional Vacuum
• Indian institutional structure

• MoEFCC as nodal ministry: limited convening capability and analytical 
capacity

• Executive Committee on Climate Change: reproduces ministerial hierarchies
• PM Advisory Council: limited activity, limited transparency

• Three governance roles required*
• Coordination
• Strategy development
• Building Consensus

* Dubash Et al. Science, 5 Nov. 2021

• Future options
• Low Carbon Development Commission e.g UK 

Climate Change Committee
• Deliberative body e.g. South Africa’s Climate 

Commission
• Federal structure to inform states and 

encourage state experimentation
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From Opportunism to Strategy?

• An opportunistic approach
• Energy efficiency as a win-win
• Solar power driven by energy security + cost reductions

• Systematic consideration of synergies and trade-offs?
• Air pollution?
• Job creation around RE?
• Urban planning for resilience and low-carbon?

• Sectoral transitions
• E.g. Decarbonisation of electricity
• E.g. Climate Resilient agriculture
• E.g. Cooking transition
• E.g. Just transition for coal

• Institutional development
• Knowledge bodies
• Mainstreaming into ministries
• Climate law (?)

• Shifting development pathways



Puzzles and Questions



India’s 2030 projected emissions
How well do we know?



Electricity supply in 2030

• Very steep 
increase in 
projected 
electricity need

• Fossils still 
dominate



Electricity supply in 2030

• Steep increase in 
projected 
electricity need

• Fossils still 
dominate

• Govt (CEA) 2019 
projections for 
2030  in 
• ‘never built’ vs. 

‘phase out’ or 
’phase down’



Different Future Indias in 2050

• Industrialisation
and urbanization 
pathways shape 
emissions 
outcomes as 
much or more 
than mitigation 
policies

Spencer and Dubash, “Scenarios for Different 'Future Indias’: Sharpening Energy and Climate 
Modelling Tools“ Climate Policy, Forthcoming 2021



Development Pathways Shape 
Emissions Futures
• Development pathways are a challenge to model

• Transparent and well justified assumptions

Spencer and Dubash, “Scenarios for Different Future Indias”, Climate Policy 2021

Industrial FEC/cap in 2050 Buildings FEC/cap in 2050



What might net zero imply for India?

Source: Carbon Brief using IEA India Energy Outlook 2021

• IEA SDS scenario provides some indication of ambitious climate action
• Uncertainty goes up with the longer we go into the future
• Relative balance of costs vs opportunity is relatively unknown
• Credible just transitions to net zero



Credible Just Transitions to Net Zero
• Just: Overall net zero by 2050 need not mean net zero by all

by 2050 – different rates of decarbonisation across countries
• Finance and technology support needs to remain on the table

• Credible: More than long-term statements of intent
• Backed by short and medium term action
• Mechanisms of accountability
• Careful with the ‘net’ –

• Over-reliance on uncertain future technology 
• Dodgy emissions credits

• Transitions: Frame climate policy consistent with local politics
• E.g. Net zero in EU, job creation in South Africa, jobs and electricity 

transition in India

Dubash et. al. 2021. https://theconversation.com/developing-countries-need-to-chart-their-own-course-
to-net-zero-emissions-159655



How do we measure ‘climate equity’?

• Multiple 
benchmarks 
- divergent 
results

• How to 
judge 
‘fairness’ of 
an NDC?

Du Pont et al, Equitable Mitigation to Achieve the Paris Agreement Goals, Nature Climate Change, 19 December 2016



Equity Benchmarks for ‘Nationally Determined Contributions’

• Multiple benchmarks -
divergent results

• How to judge ‘fairness’ 
of an NDC? 

• Utilitarianism -
Emissions to the most 
needy - mitigation 
happens faster

• Cost minimization 
approaches fail to 
account for distribution

• Looming Global 
Stocktake

Du Pont et al, Equitable Mitigation to Achieve the Paris Agreement Goals, Nature Climate Change, 19 December 2016
Budolfson et al, Utilitarian Benchmarks for Emissions… Nature Climate Change, Sept 2021 Access: at https://rdcu.be/cxF0Y

https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://rdcu.be/cxF0Y&data=04|01|budolfson@cplb.rutgers.edu|9e11b8bf7a1640c53a9108d976d054d1|b92d2b234d35447093ff69aca6632ffe|1|0|637671460916207330|Unknown|TWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D|3000&sdata=55TRu7tekGJtvTOUSn36taci4sDQyC3%2BRtLuXkD2W6M%3D&reserved=0


Some Key Gaps and Questions

• Credible national models for emissions scenarios 
accounting for development pathways

• Analysis of synergies and trade-offs across different 
development and mitigation objectives

• Downscaled climate impacts science, made 
accessible

• Keystone technologies and socio-technical 
transitions

• Questions related to the feasibility and desirability 
of different geoengineering options



Concluding Thoughts
• Can India combine a concern for equity with a focus on accelerated 

mitigation?
• Energy for development + mitigation

• How can (should?) India pivot from climate opportunism to strategic 
climate policy?

• Can and should we think about development pathways and how they 
shape emissions futures?
• How model?
• How hedge against costs to the poorest?
• Scope for international finance?

• How do we prepare for socio-technical transitions in key sectors?

• How do we integrate climate resilience into sectoral decisions: ‘climate 
resilient development pathways’

• What changes do we need in our science and technology infrastructure 
to inform shifts in development pathway?

• What changes do we need in our legal and governance framework to 
bring about shifts in development pathways?



India in a Warming World

Thank you
ndubash@cprindia.com

Download the free e-book on Oxford 
Scholarship Online.

https://oxford.universitypressscho
larship.com

https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780199498734.001.0001/oso-9780199498734

